
Another similar site: http://viewportsizes.com/○

Screen size information for tons of devices: http://screensiz.es/phone•

Viewport sizes for tons of devices: •

Random resources

Media queries
Overall notes
Building up in sizes (e.g. small-->larger) with CSS rather than scaling down (large-->smaller)

Consistency with how others do things.•
Smaller UIs, while maybe not ideal, would still at least work on a larger screen, whereas the other 
way around may not even be functional.

•

Smaller UIs typically imply that you're on a less powerful device, so you want to cut out 
unnecessary operations like CSS styling that isn't going to matter. Note that this doesn't 
necessarily just mean media-query-related CSS since you could be overriding default CSS with a 
media query.

•

It seems to be the case that most people advise building for your smallest UI and then working your way 
up. There are a few reasons for this:

Choosing breakpoints
"Should I set breakpoints based on the content that I have? For example, my login logo image allows the 
page to be about 720x640. Does that mean I should make a breakpoint just for that page for those 
dimensions?"
        10:09 Karai17: 3) since your content is going to be viewed on devices, i think focusing on those 
devices is better than "content" break points

"How many breakpoints should I have?"

/* Responsive Sizes (portrait mode) */
$xs:  320px; /* iPhone 5   */
$sm:  360px; /* 720p Phone */
$md:  768px; /* iPad       */
$lg: 1024px; /* iPad Pro   */
$xl: 1200px; /* Desktop    */

/* Responsive Sizes (landscape mode) */
$xs:  568px; /* iPhone 5   */
$sm:  640px; /* 720p Phone */
$md:  1024px; /* iPad       */
$lg: 1366px; /* iPad Pro   */
$xl: 1920px; /* Desktop    */

This is probably a good set:

"What do I get from multiple breakpoints? Doesn't this mean I'd need a UI mocked up at each of those 
breakpoints?"

On tiny screens, there's a scroll list•
On medium screens, all of the items are shown in a grid•
On even bigger screens, we can show more details per item•

Generally, yes, if there are going to be large structural changes, e.g.:
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That would be three mock-ups for three breakpoints, but maybe it's really just for a single component 
rather than the entire structure of the page.

"If I have 5 breakpoints set, doesn't that mean the UI should be switching at those breakpoints? 
Otherwise, what's the point of having those breakpoints?"
    10:19 Karai17: if you don't want a switch, don't break. you're correct. usually though even if the ui 
doesn't change, unless you're using svg graphics you'll want higher resolution ui images for an ipad over 
an iphone
    10:20 texastomm: @Adam13531 The entire UI doesn't have to change if it's mobile responsive. E.g. I 
might have to divs floating next to each other that take up 50% each. On iphone's in portrait, that might 
not make sense so we disble the float. However, the content inside of those divs will probably still be 
good to go.

Capabilities vs. devices

"Devices should be judged by their capabilities since, in the end, it is those capabilities that define 
them."

Based on this article:

That means you shouldn't just use size-based media queries as a stand-in for testing for capabilities. Just 
use them when you truly want something size-based.

You can do something like this to test for the most prominent interaction capabilities:
        @media (hover: hover) { ... }
        @media (pointer: fine) { ... }

On devices that are both touch and have a mouse or a stylus, like the Microsoft Surface, the hover and 
pointer media query will evaluate the primary input mechanism only. For those, you can get the union 
of all capabilities by looking at "any-pointer", meaning SOME pointer attached to the device, even if it's 
secondary, can use this capability
                @media (any-pointer: fine) { ... }
                @media (any-hover: hover) { ... }

    8:49 freaktechnik: (oh, btw. you'll want -moz-touch-enabled: 1 for Firefox compat)
    8:50 freaktechnik: well, pointer is standard, but only chrome implements it
    8:51 freaktechnik: so you need to use some non-standard stuff to make it work in every browser.
    8:51 HiDeoo: Media query for pointer is Edge, chrome, safari, etc.
    8:51 HiDeoo: Basically everyone except Firefox
        https://caniuse.com/#feat=css-media-interaction

Resolution breakpoints

Blog post about the most used responsive breakpoints of 2017•

/* Responsive Sizes */
$xs:  320px; /* iPhone 5   */
$sm:  360px; /* 720p Phone */
$md:  768px; /* iPad       */
$lg: 1024px; /* iPad Pro   */
$xl: 1200px; /* Desktop    */

Popular min-widths:•

There are many resources about this:

React-media (reference)
This is a library that can render based on a media query using the function-as-child render pattern:
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https://css-tricks.com/touch-devices-not-judged-size/
https://caniuse.com/#feat=css-media-interaction
https://medium.com/@uiuxlab/the-most-used-responsive-breakpoints-in-2017-of-mine-9588e9bd3a8a
https://github.com/reacttraining/react-media


class App extends React.Component {
  render() {
    return (
      <div>
        <Media query="(max-width: 599px)">
          {matches =>
            matches ? (
              <p>The document is less than 600px wide.</p>
            ) : (
              <p>The document is at least 600px wide.</p>
            )
          }
        </Media>
      </div>
    );
  }
}

This is a library that can render based on a media query using the function-as-child render pattern:

As you can see above, you have a <Media> component, and its child has to be a function that has a 
single argument for whether the query is matched.

For more usage notes, e.g. specifying the query as a JSON object, check their docs.

LESS CSS
For notes on using media queries in LESS CSS, go look at my LESS note.

Chrome + media queries
If you toggle device mode (ctrl+shift+M):

Then click the hamburger menu at the upper right of the device-view page:

You'll get a menu option for "Show media queries" to get a visual representation of all of this.

Changing an image based on a media query
CSS can't modify HTML attributes, and an <img> tag's "src" attribute is what controls the image that 
shows. Instead, you'll have to use a "div" with the "background-image" CSS property.
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